
A flexible and smart package to planning your workforce’s 
post-lockdown commute. 

By combining our latest learnings with over 20 years of 
experience helping people to get to work, we have developed 
an effective framework and updated toolset to help you get 
your staff back to work in a flexible and smart way.

Mobilising
The Workforce
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Scoping Smart Mobility presents the impact on efficiency  and cost 
saving that the new travel options could bring to  individuals, how 
the organisation will have a positive impact  on the environment, 
employee health and wellbeing and  their own parking/car park 

costs.
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Our HAPIAR Mobility Framework combined with our Scoping 
Smart Mobility and myPTP tools, offer you the information 
and structure to better navigate the oncoming mobility 

challenges of your organisation and its staff. 
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Return to Work
HAPIAR, Scoping & myPTP

By using our flexible and smart approach, you can anticipate 
various challenges and help your workforce to transition back to the 
office or site more effectively. 

Plan Ahead
The HAPIAR framework uses an agile approach based on setting a 
series of small goals (links) within a collaborative and flexible 
structure (chain) that can adapt to any external or internal changes 
and/or requirements.

Get the Data
We have adapted our core tools (Smart Scoping and myPTP), in 
relation to social distancing guidelines, to help you understand what 
your people are going to need and how to manage those needs.

Pricing from £3000 based on the organisation’s requirements, including 
number of employees, return to work phasing approach and need for 
additional services (e.g. access to partner network). 

How it works

To find out more give us a call on 01603 389321
or email tellmemore@liftshare.com

1. We help you to assess and plan using the HAPIAR framework.

2. We use our tools to help you get the right insights. 

3. We analyse and review your progress. 
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